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China targets rights lawyers

Twenty years later, I think it’s safe to say the
West was wrong to believe that China’s
transition to economic liberalism in the early
’90s would automatically translate to
political or social liberalism. … But I think
it’s too early to pronounce the cause of
democracy dead in China. As China
becomes more prosperous and develops a
broad, well-educated middle class, I’m
hopeful that more and more Chinese will
see the value in governing themselves, and
be willing to act on it.

A mill’s Clinton connection

Germans
know risk of
Greek plan
Alan
Cowell

C I T Y BU M P K I N , EART H

The fact that China … only has about 300
human rights lawyers is astounding. These
are people that know their own safety is
threatened, yet still bravely choose to
defend their clients.

LE T T E R F RO M E U RO PE
BERLIN No nation peers into its past

C H RI SC H SG O BLUE15, CU MBERL AND, R.I .

I don’t want to excuse abuse in China, their
legal system has a long way to go to protect
labor and human rights. But let’s clean up
our own backyard where police continue
racial profiling, shoot down unarmed black
men, and imprison humans for very long
periods of time for nonviolent crimes.
J E R RY H A RRI S, C H IC AGO

E. L. Doctorow dies at 84

I remember receiving ‘‘Ragtime’’ as a
Christmas gift from my parents. A cocky
sophomore in college in 1975, I thought,
sure, whatever. I read it over the break,
astounded, and went straight for ‘‘The
Book of Daniel’’ soon after. Both novels
helped teach me about the possibilities of
history imaginatively told through fiction.
J AY C , CO NNECTICUT

I saw E. L. Doctorow do a reading of
‘‘Ragtime’’ when I was in graduate school
and I will never forget what I learned from it
— you could make things up! I was
stunned and inspired.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MICHAEL BOREK

HISTORICAL FIND Michael Borek, a Czech interpreter for the American government, visited an old lace mill in Scranton, Pa., and saw
the name of a worker: Hugh Simpson Rodham, grandfather of Hillary Rodham Clinton.

J A N E SM I L EY, C A L IFORNIA

See what readers are talking about and
leave your own comments at inyt.com
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International Herald Tribune

1915 Submarines Active Off Turkey

LOND O N British submarines are displaying renewed activity in Turkish waters, and as a result all the enemy’s
seaborne traffic in his inner seas has for
the time being been paralyzed. A telegram from Athens to the ‘‘Daily Telegraph’’ says that a British submarine recently attacked and sank, before the
western entrance to the Bosphorus, four
lighters laden with ammunition. The torpedo explosions were so effective that
they blew into pieces the lighters, the
cargoes and their crews. Meanwhile
Russian submarines continue their work
of destruction in the Black Sea, where
they have rendered practically impossible the navigation of enemy ships.

1940 Britain Drops ‘Silent Column’

LO ND ON The local defense volunteers
received added recognition this afternoon [July 23] when War Secretary Anthony Eden, acting on a suggestion
made in Prime Minister Winston
Churchill’s last broadcast, announced in
the House of Commons that they would
receive the title of Home Guard. At the
same session Churchill delivered a
stinging setback to the so-called ‘‘silent
column,’’ which has been under fire for
some time, as an insult to the intelligence of the British public.

FULL CIRCLE Coincidentally, Mr. Borek
accompanied Mrs. Clinton on her last trip to
Europe as secretary of state, and she asked
to see his photos. ‘‘It was just a simple twist
of fate,’’ he said. ‘‘Kind of weird, but kind of
natural.’’ lens.blogs.nytimes.com

Find a retrospective of news from 1887 to
2013 at iht-retrospective.blogs.nytimes.com

Paul Gebhard, sex researcher alongside Kinsey, dies at 98
BY SAM ROBERTS

Paul Gebhard, who with his mentor Dr.
Alfred C. Kinsey broke American taboos
by shifting sexual discourse from the
bedroom to the living room and even beyond, died on July 9 in Columbus, Ind.
He was 98.
The cause was complications of a
O B I T U A RY

heart attack, his son, Mark, said.
The pioneering research by what is
now known as the Kinsey Institute for
Research in Sex, Gender and Reproduction revealed Americans’ predilections
about premarital sex, postmarital affairs, homosexuality, abortion and sexual perversions — matters that were
rarely discussed publicly then.
Because the institute’s conclusions
were largely nonjudgmental, some critics vilified them as a trigger for the sexual revolution. But in reviewing one Kinsey report in 1965, a Harvard fellow wrote
in The New York Times that ‘‘to have
blamed Kinsey and his associates for being agents in the battle of sexual permissivity was like blaming the Bureau of
Vital Statistics for the death rate.’’

Dr. Gebhard, who was portrayed by
Timothy Hutton in the 2004 film ‘‘Kinsey,’’ was co-author with Dr. Kinsey of
the 1953 best-seller ‘‘Sexual Behavior in
the Human Female,’’ a follow-up to Dr.
Kinsey’s groundbreaking study of men
five years earlier, ‘‘Sexual Behavior in
the Human Male.’’
Dr. Kinsey, who died in 1956, was characterized as an austere zoologist who
had specialized in the life cycle of the
gall wasp before embarking on human
research. One biographer, James H.
Jones, wrote that Dr. Kinsey’s work on
sexuality amounted to self-help because, as a homosexual and a masochist, he sought to ‘‘strip human sexuality of its guilt and repression.’’
Dr. Gebhard, by contrast, was described in a New York Times Magazine
profile in 1969 as ‘‘easygoing, anecdotal
and not inclined to invert his glass when
the wine is going round.’’
He joined Dr. Kinsey’s Institute for
Sex Research, at Indiana University, in
1946 as a $4,150-a-year anthropologist,
having not yet completed his doctorate.
Before retiring in 1982, he encountered a
remarkable variety of research subjects, including the dominatrix Monique
Van Cleef and a Manhattan lawyer who

claimed he had an average of 30 orgasms a week for 30 years.
‘‘A working lifetime spent submerged
in sexuality has left its marks upon
him,’’ Tom Buckley wrote of Mr.
Gebhard in the Times Magazine profile.
‘‘An air of aplomb, of amused tolerance
reminiscent of, say, Reginald Gardner
or George Sanders, that is also reflected
in his furrowed forehead, humorous
pouch eyes, a cosmopolitan clipped
guard’s mustache seldom seen in the
central states and a Hapsburgian, only
barely noticeable, hand tremor.’’
Paul Henry Gebhard was born in
Rocky Ford, Colo., on July 3, 1917. His father, also named Paul, was a cattle buyer. His mother, the former Eva Baker,
was an elementary schoolteacher.
Dr. Gebhard graduated from Harvard
in 1940 and also earned his doctorate
there. His marriage to Agnes West
ended in divorce. He later married Joan
Huntington, who died in 2004.
In addition to his son, he is survived
by two daughters from his first marriage, Karla Gebhard and Jan Worthy;
four grandchildren; one great-granddaughter; and two stepsons, George E.
Huntington III and John Huntington.
His introduction to Dr. Kinsey came in

WILLIAM DELLENBACK/KINSEY INSTITUTE

Dr. Gebhard in 1953, when ‘‘Sexual Behavior in the Human Female’’ was published.

New York, where Dr. Kinsey asked him
what was the first thing he did on arrival. Stopped in the men’s room at
Grand Central Terminal, he replied. Dr.
Kinsey then asked if he had noticed anything. When Dr. Gebhard said he had
not, they returned to the terminal to observe the men’s room for a few moments — time enough to demonstrate to
Dr. Gebhard that it was a gay men’s
cruising site.
By today’s standards, some of the institute’s mid-20th-century findings

may seem naïve. One held that homosexuality was a conditioned orientation
and that ‘‘were sex restraints and taboos to fall away, the majority of our
people would have both homosexual
and heterosexual experiences but there
would be few, if any, hard-core homosexuals.’’
Dr. Gebhard said in 1969 that he believed that the original Kinsey study
may have overstated the number of
men who had homosexual encounters
because a disproportionate number of
prisoners had been interviewed.
‘‘There is no question that homosexuality is a much more difficult way of
life,’’ he said then. ‘‘Life is complicated
enough as it is. Anyone who can avoid it
would be wise to do so.’’
In an interview last summer, though,
he supported same-sex marriage,
adding: ‘‘I can’t say we’ve made a good
job of marriage. Maybe they can.’’
Dr. Gebhard recalled that when
‘‘Sexual Behavior in the Human Female’’ was first published, ‘‘suddenly
sex was no longer a taboo subject.’’
‘‘I sometimes think,’’ he said, ‘‘that
Kinsey’s greatest contribution was that
he made it possible to talk about sex in
the living room.’’

with the same institutionalized acuity
as Germany. Yet, shift the historical
dial from the horrors of Nazism toward
the joyous, uncertain days of unification in 1990, and the vision is not so
clear.
In those days, 25 years ago, West
Germany confronted the enormous and
costly challenge of absorbing the
broken, state-run East German economy into its ‘‘Wirtschaftswunder,’’ the
economic miracle.
The agency that was supposed to
oversee the process was known as the
Treuhand — meaning, roughly, trust
agency — short for the name of an official institution, initially conceived by
East German politicians, that would
subsume the faltering, frail economic
entities of a command economy and
ready them for privatization.
If that sounds suddenly contemporary, it is. Just this month, as the European negotiations over the battered
Greek economy unfolded in Brussels,
officials devised a similar solution.
They proposed, among many other
tough conditions, that a fund —
Treuhand in all but name — be established under the supervision of foreign
creditors to sell Greek ports, airports,
real estate, energy suppliers and other
concerns in the hopes of raising 50 billion euros, about $55 billion.
The plan has been widely depicted
here as the inspiration of Wolfgang
Schäuble, the German finance minister
and advocate of stern austerity, who
ranked among the closest advisers to
former Chancellor Helmut Kohl in the
1990s.
The proposal is unpopular in Greece,
and it has stirred painful memories in
Germany. ‘‘The sell-off of East German
state assets became an El Dorado for
adventurers, particularly from the
West,’’ the journalist Bastian Brandau
wrote on the website of the broadcaster
Deutschlandfunk. ‘‘There were many
documented cases of fraud, corruption
and false accounting.’’
When it began its operations, the
Treuhand controlled a portfolio of businesses employing four million East
Germans. When it wound up its operations in 1994, hundreds of thousands of
jobs had been lost and, instead of raising money, the agency had run up huge
debts.
For many East Germans, the
Treuhand came to denote sharpelbowed Westerners looting their land
— a cautionary tale in a new century.
‘‘Schäuble should have learned from
history that the Treuhand gamble had
catastrophic psychological consequences,’’ Dirk Laabs, a German journalist and filmmaker, wrote in The
Guardian. ‘‘Even though the agency
was run by Germans, who spoke German, still it was seen by many in the
east as an occupying force.’’
Then, as now, though, privatization
was seen as a kind of collateral: If West
Germany was to pump billions into the
moribund East, the sale of assets would
defray the costs. Instead, it magnified
economic dysfunction.
For many Germans, the arguments
against repeating the experiment in
Greece are overwhelming, particularly
since earlier Greek attempts to sell
state assets have faltered.
Such is Greece’s economic ruin, the
columnist Stephan Kaufmann wrote in
the newspaper Frankfurter
Rundschau, that privatization alone
will not raise the kind of money the
Europeans are demanding.
Prices are depressed, the real estate
market has collapsed, and companies
are losing money and in debt, he wrote.
‘‘Investors turn away. Greece is under
pressure to sell at all costs. That gives
buyers the chance to push down prices.’’
As Germans know well from their
history before and after reunification,
moreover, shame and resentment stir
deep political currents.
When Yanis Varoufakis, who
resigned under pressure as Greek finance minister at the beginning of the
month, likened the European bailout
terms to the crushing war reparations
and conditions imposed on Germany
with the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, the
inference was clear: National humiliation and the imposition of impossible
demands lead only to instability.
The historical parallels are, of course,
imperfect. If West Germany sought to
appear generous toward the East in the
1990s, it was, Mr. Laabs wrote, because
‘‘there were political limits to the austerity a government could impose on
its own people.’’ A quarter-century
later, in a broader European arena, the
rules of play have sharpened.
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